St. Clair's Research Gains Grant For I.C.C. Campus

For the first time in the history of the college, Indiana Central has received a research grant as a result of work carried on by one of its graduates. Dr. Kenneth L. Blair, chairman of the department of history at Indiana Central, has been designated to carry on this project. The research project deals with the field of American history and is concerned specifically with the decision of justice in the state of North Carolina during the re-construction period. There is a need of volume of interesting and informative papers, yet only minor references including court records and personal papers of Federal justices, which will form the base of the research. These are located in the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. Dr. Blair intends to carry on this research and will do most of the work.

This grant is one of twenty such grants, $5,000 each, which are being given to colleges and universities by the National Science Foundation for research in the field of social science. These grants were made possible through the Twentieth Century Fund and were distributed by the National Science Research Council.

Dr. Blair will be released from his teaching responsibilities for the coming year so that he may devote all of his time to this project. Professor Paul Pielmeier will assist in the history department with Dr. Blair's absence.

Dr. St. Clair was graduated from Lawrence College in 1911 and holds a masters degree from Wisconsin and a Doctor of Philosophy degree from Ohio State University. He is recognized as an outstanding teacher of history and an authority on history of the South. The results of the research will be prepared for publication in a series of articles, the first three of which will be completed within a period of six to eight months.

Central To Give Draft Tests

It has just been announced by J. B. Tercel, Director of Test Administration of the Selective Service Examining Section of the Education Testing Service, New Jersey, that a second selective service test will be administered. This new center will be located on the campus of Indiana Central College in the Smith Administration building, and will be known as Center No. 332.

College students desiring to qualify for draft deferment may take the aptitude tests at this new center. The tests will be given on May 26, June 19, and June 29.

St. Clair's Research Gains Grant For I.C.C. Campus

Dr. Russell Cooper To Address Sixty-Six Graduates

When the strains of "Pomp and Circumstance" ring out this year, sixty-six seniors will march down the aisle to receive their coveted sheepskin.

This Forty-Sixth Annual Commencement will climax three days of seniors and juniors taking the degree from Columbia University. He was professor of political science at Cornell from 1914 to 1914. In 1914 he left Cornell to become Head of the Department of General Studies at Minnesota. In 1945 he became Assistant Dean of the College of Letters and Science. He also is Executive Secretary of Committee on Liberal Arts Education of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

The Reverend W. L. Montgomery, Director of Adult and Brotherhood Work for the Evangelical United Brethren Church, will deliver the Baccalaureate Sermon on Sunday, June 3 at 11:00 a.m. in the College Church.

A graduate of Indiana Central and Roskranse Seminary, Reverend Montgomery was a pastor in the White River Conference until he assumed his present duties. He is a member of the Board of Trustees of the college and served as secretary of the Board.

Harry Juan Harrine has been elected Vegetable of the class. A language major, Harry is a resident Indiana Central student.

The teaching field will prosper from this year's class if the figures prove to be correct, for 43 students will receive education degrees. Among the same group, 18 students have indicated that they will enter the medical field.

Patricia J. Willer has been accepted as a student at the University of Indiana Medical School and will continue her studies there in the fall.

The field of commercial art, social service, and chiropractic are also fields which will draw some of the remaining students.

Central Cops All Conference

Central carried off the highest glory in Hoosier Conference sports when they annexed the All Sports Trophy.

This year's confirmation was received from Dr. Merle Rousley, President of the Hoosier Conference at the All Sports Banquet held in the Hawthorn Room.

His congratulations express the feelings of all of us at Central as we thank all the hard-working teams which brought to Central the highest athletic glory among Indiana's collegiate teams.

We now have a visible reminder of those hard fought games that will always live in our memories.

Although tennis and baseball have not been definitely decided, Central has still amassed enough points to blow out all competition.

The points for each sport are as follows: cross country, 0 points, first place; football, 5 points; basketball, 24 points, first place;

Houl Defends Doctorate at U.S.C.

Thomas Ford Houl, former professor and chairman of the history department at Indiana Central, has left for California to defend his doctorate dissertation at the University of Southern California.

Professor Houl's topic was "Clothing as a factor in the Social Status of the Middle Ages." Some of his studies were completed at Central with some of the men students.

Before coming to Central two years ago Professor Houl attended the University of Illinois where he received his B.A., degree. He also attended Whittier College where he received his M.A. degree and taught for a year and a half. He then graduated work was done at the University of Southern California.
THE EDITOR SAYS . . .

"This is the Reflector speaking—your voice in student and campus affairs, the combined thoughts and energies of the students and faculty here at Indiana Central College."

If the Reflector could speak aloud, his sayings would be along these lines for truly our school paper should best be a clearing house for free thought.

A current event in our school that takes on a larger extent it reflects discontent with the paper, or a complete lack of interest in the paper, as the case may be. As I take over the editorship, I feel the responsibilities to you as a student body. It is my joy to print those things which you want to know about. Since our campus is small there is bound to be some repetition of activities you already know about, but the interested alumni of the school would like to keep abreast of the campus activities so we print what we hope will be of general interest to all.

Perhaps you think we aren’t doing the best job, but then remember that you have to have a responsibility to the Reflector and if you fail us it is difficult for us to support you.

The Reflector is like any tool, if it is not used it becomes corroded and eventually decays until it is of no use. The Reflector is the tool of the campus. It’s purpose is to inform, to stimulate thinking and to convey necessary information for Indiana Central College and her students.

Only through complete student cooperation can we achieve this, I would like to thank Eloise Bilby and her staff of this past year for doing their utmost to uphold these ideals and for helping us to a great deal of assistance as I embark on this new year.

A vote of thanks also to my new staff for their help on this issue and on many other issues during these three semesters.

May we as a staff serve the college and the students this coming year with our tool, the Reflector, and may we see the Reflector grow in its professional quality and thus create growth on the campus of I.C.C. which will make us better able to serve in our capacities as faculty, students and citizens of the world.

SNAPS by Ginger

Since when does Ralph Horn make it a practice to walk so unconsciously out of Spanish class with only one shoe. Rumors have it that his mate was resting on the ground outside the building where some thoughtful soul had carefully lowered (dropped) it.

Girls, Beware! A certain sophomore is on the loose! He can be identified by his playing football, swinging on the rings, and by his habit of engaging every pretty girl he meets in a conniving conversation.

Does anyone know why Rosalie Rapp wears pink flannel P.J.s under her clothes? Perhaps it’s a labor saving practice.

Talk about appropriate gifts. Jackie Smith is now the possessor of one of “After Shave” set as of the Junior Carnival. The problem is: What should she do with it?

Just a reminder that Al Hawkins and Charlie Peckham are becoming expert at maneuvering upside-down canoes.

Wilt and Spence are a helping hand! It just doesn’t seem geography off to the right start when one falls flat on one’s face when climbing the stairs to class.

Breakfast at the Pallas to Drinks and Games Class one-half an hour late, and upon his slamming the door and stamping like “Chief-Fain-in-the-Face” to his seat, Mr. Pouty spoke quietly and sympathetically: "Bob, are you ready to sleep, boy, we all hate this class.”

Marsha Stone and Eloise Bilby began whispering hoarsely at the wolves: Maybe it’s some new psychological approach she’s trying.

What are the results of your studies, Boots? The results of Boots Rosalie Rapp would have enough sense to take a couple of paddles along when they go canoeing on a lake.

Boots Bilby may I add that the term “collegebred” may be defined (according to a few unsympathetic fathers) as a four-year loaf made from the flavor of youth, and the old man’s soup.

Till next time, Ginger.

THE PRESIDENT SAYS . . .

It’s Commencement time again and congratulations are in order. For sixty-six young men and women June 4 will mark the climax of four years of college life. They have been years that have been filled with work and problems of many kinds. They have combined days of discouragement when the temptation was very strong to give up before the goal was reached. In fact, many who started with these who will graduate, did succumb to that temptation, or the gradation process, but they continued on.

But in spite of all the difficulties these young people have carried their work on to completion and we extend to them sincere congratulations. The spirit of determination and the perseverance which has characterized these graduates is the quality of life which has made America great.

Congratulations are also in order for the parents of these young people. In most cases the parents have provided the means to make it possible for them to attend college. Very often these funds were provided at a considerable sacrifice on the part of parents and other members of the family. This again is characteristic of America. In most nations of the world Higher Education is available only to the children of the wealthy. But in America we early learned the value of advancement and most parents earnestly desire that their children have the opportunity for a college education and are willing to sacrifice to make it possible. Sometimes they are not able to provide all that we need to provide for the child to succeed, but they do all they can to help themselves. If the amount of work which the students must do is not too great it is usually wholesome. We know something of what it has cost the parents of this class to enable these graduates to reach this high and therefore extend to them sincere congratulations.

Congratulations are in order, too, for the members of the college faculty. They, through patient toil and instruction, succeeded in bringing another class to graduation. In class and in many out-of-class activities they have given information and inspiration which have made this graduation day possible. Teachers are the unrecognized heroes of our world. They do more to mold our-civitizens than any other group of people. We dare not blame them for the things that have gone wrong because we did not follow their instruction and guidance, but the highest and noblest ideals of each generation have come to it from its teachers. These faculty members have a right to take pride in the achievements of their students. Such pride is the greatest compensation which they receive for their labors. Let us then not forget to congratulate the members of the faculty at this commencement time, made this graduation day possible.

We should likewise not forget to extend congratulations to the literally thousands of friends and supporters of the college whose interest and contributions have made its existence possible. These men, represented by the Lay Fellowship organization, and the administrators, have paid for the things that have gone wrong because we cared not for the instruction and guidance, but the highest and noblest ideals of each generation have come to it from its teachers. These faculty members have a right to take pride in the achievements of their students. Such pride is the greatest compensation which they receive for their labors. Let us then not forget to congratulate the members of the faculty at this commencement time, made this graduation day possible. Teachers are the unrecognized heroes of our world. They do more to mold our-civitizens than any other group of people. We dare not blame them for the things that have gone wrong because we did not follow their instruction and guidance, but the highest and noblest ideals of each generation have come to it from its teachers. These faculty members have a right to take pride in the achievements of their students. Such pride is the greatest compensation which they receive for their labors. Let us then not forget to congratulate the members of the faculty at this commencement time, made this graduation day possible.

We should likewise not forget to extend congratulations to the literally thousands of friends and supporters of the college whose interest and contributions have made its existence possible. These men, represented by the Lay Fellowship organization, and the administrators, have paid for the things that have gone wrong because we cared not for the instruction and guidance, but the highest and noblest ideals of each generation have come to it from its teachers. These faculty members have a right to take pride in the achievements of their students. Such pride is the greatest compensation which they receive for their labors. Let us then not forget to congratulate the members of the faculty at this commencement time, made this graduation day possible.
Central Stars Again or Mom Makes Movieland

Who said fairy godmothers don't exist? Just ask Mom! Like a wave of the fairy godmother's wand and Mom has a tale to relate that sounds as though it was taken from a book of fairy tales.

To make a long story short as Mom was going about her work of trying to keep her boys in line, she noticed that in Island, Indiana, a young man was being introduced on the radio program "Welcome to Hollywood". Howard Wentz, a corporal in the Army who is stationed in the state of Washington, was seeing the sights on a three-week leave.

When asked on the program what he would like to do during Howard replied that he would like to be writing to his home-town paper or to one of his colleges. Do you suppose Mom's ears were itching?

Right then and there on the program, Dad mentioned a letter to Mom, and the fairy godmother must have tapped the announcer on the shoulder for he declared that both Mom and Howard would receive a brand new watch and then he thanked Howard for his participation on the program.

- Still Mom's life is unchanged. But wait! Her first hint, that something was in the air came when one of her children who had heard the program. This report was confirmed by a friend of Herman Emmer's who lives in Chicago and at the time he received a letter from Harley Griffith's mother's neighbor who had the same story to tell, Mom knew something was brewing.

But mom is an easy going person and promptly put the matter aside. Things happen in stories, movies, and on the radio but don't get down to the real us, do they do?

Just who is this mysterious Howard Wentz we ask. Mom tells us that he was a likeable chap who came to Central as a Freshman in '47, met Judy Conroy, a sophomore in '48, and when the school was out they married.

But to get on with our tale — the letter that Howard dictated around 9:00 o'clock on a Monday morning — about a watch was not even mentioned. Everyone, "kids, people don't need free, unnecessary watches over the country, so Mom read her letter and beamed to think that one of her boys had been thinking of her.

- A wave of fairy godmother's wand and Mom is active in school activities. This is the on a three leave. Something was brewing. Suddenly, when the office of girl representative held its last meeting of the month, a sparkler, lighted and held over the counter, so Mom heard her letter and beamed to think that one of her boys had been thinking of her.

- Hold on! A funny thing happened in that land, of Eloise Bilby's mother, who was elected to the post of vice president. Art has been active in track events and various other school activities. The office of girl representative at large will be filled by Shirley Momen, junior. Shirley has already proved her interest in Central and the Grade, a member of the Whippets, "C" girls, and the S.C.A.

Jack Colescott has been elected to the post of vice president. Art has been active in track events and various other school activities. The office of girl representative at large will be filled by Shirley Momen, junior. Shirley has already proved her interest in Central and the Grade, a member of the Whippets, "C" girls, and the S.C.A.
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Rose Relays Add to '51 Track Triumphs

Central enters the Little State meet May 19, with a 6-1, 1-0 record. Thus far they have defeated Bloomington Polytechnic: 39-35; Earlham 70-61; Taylor 74-56; Anderson 60-51; along with winning the Rose Relays with 68 points and the Hoosier Conference with 52 points. Their only defeat was by 1 point in a triangular meet with Hanover and Connersville which was in Hanover.

The Crimson and Gray’s 1-2 punch was too much for Earlham’s Quakers as they placed first and second in the 440, 220, Hanover dashes, half-miles, and pole vault while taking first in 4 other events. They won the power in the field events as they swept the disc and javelin throw along with putting up great seconds in the shot put. Allen Meyereore won 1-2 in the 440, and Dave Jones had the third and fourth in the 100 and 220 dashes.

Central traveled to Upland, Ind., May 16, to compete by taking 1st places and 3rd places. Outstanding times were 4-30.6 half mile and 2:04.9 half mile by Dave Jones of Central.

Anderson brought their two man team to Central in the form of Bill Mendenhall and Charley Byfield. Between them they won 8 firsts and one 2nd place. Smith, had 5 firsts and Byfield taking 3 firsts and a 2nd, making up the only double winner was Meyereore in the dashes. The Grayhounds then traveled to the Rose Relays and brought home 4 trophies including the championship in the track. The Greyhound’s, always a threat, in football, basketball, and hurling, scored their first Hoosier Conference championship in track. The team which was decided by the last event of the meet, the 440 dash. With Byfield and Charley Byfield between them they won 8 firsts and one 2nd place. Smith, had 5 firsts and Byfield taking 3 firsts and a 2nd, making up the only double winner was Meyereore in the dashes.
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